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ABSTRACT 

Developing models for large systems is not a trivial task. Using only Discrete Event Simulation (DES) as 
a modelling technique may mean that the complexity of the underlying model will increase exponentially 
with the size of the model. An alternative to this is the use of System Dynamics (SD) for modeling large 
systems using the positive and negative feedback loops. However, for modelling a human-centric system 
like healthcare, DES is important as it provides individuality analysis; similarly, SD is important as it fa-
cilitates the whole systems approach. The combined application of OR/Simulation methods enable the 
symbiotic realization of the strengths of individual techniques, while reducing their limitations; in this pa-
per it is suggested that a combined SD-DES approach (also referred to as hybrid technique) can be effec-
tively used for modelling large systems. The example being used in this context is the modelling of an In-
tegrated Care (IC) system in healthcare.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

Simulation methods enable stakeholders to analyze and evaluate strategies for effective management of 
complex systems. It is therefore not surprising that an increasing number of studies have used a plethora 
of Operations Research/Simulation methods, such as Optimization, Markov Chains, Linear Programming, 
DES, SD, Forecasting, Just-In-Time, Decision Trees and Soft Systems Analysis, to facilitate better and 
more informed decision making. These techniques have been frequently applied in isolation. However, 
the complexity of systems being modeled and their multi-faceted relationships may mean that combining 
OR/Simulation techniques will reduce the limitations and increase the capabilities of the individual meth-
ods, thereby potentially realizing synergies across techniques and facilitating greater insights to problem 
solving (Fakhimi and Mustafee 2011); it has also been argued that combined methods could aid stake-
holder acceptance (Sachdeva, Williams, and Quigley 2007).  

In this paper the combined application of OR/Simulation techniques will be referred to as a hybrid 
technique. The hybrid techniques in OR/Simulation have been applied in various domains, such as, con-
struction, e.g., combined discrete-event and continuous simulation (AbouRizk and Wales 1997); container 
loading, e.g., combined application of Agent-Based Simulation and load plan construction heuristics 
(Mustafee and Bischoff 2011; Mustafee et al. 2011); healthcare, e.g., combined application of SD and 
DES (Chahal and Eldabi 2008), combined DES and ant colony optimization (Brailsford et al. 2007); 
modeling service and manufacturing activities pertaining to supply chains, e.g., combined application of 
analytic hierarchy process technique, SD and DES (Rabelo et al. 2007). The focus of this paper is the 
combined application of OR/Simulation techniques for modeling large systems in the healthcare context. 
The specific example is that of modeling integrated care system through a combination of SD and DES. 
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The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we present an overview of literature 
on the application of multiple OR/Simulation technique within the UK healthcare context.  Following 
this, in section 3 we describe the SD-DES approach to hybrid simulation. The integrated care system ex-
ample is presented in section 4 whilst section 5 presents the interpretation of the results. Section 6 is the 
concluding section of the paper; it discusses some of the challenges of hybrid SD-DES modelling and 
draws the paper to a close. 

2 APPLICATION OF MULTIPLE OR/SIMULATION TECHNIQUES IN HEALTHCARE  

The discussion presented in this section is based on the review conducted by Fakhimi and Mustafee 
(2012); the reader is referred to the aforementioned paper for further information on the literature review 
methodology that was employed for the purposes of conducting this review. It is also to be noted here that 
unlike several other studies that have profiled literature in healthcare (e.g., Katsaliaki and Mustafee 2012; 
Brailsford et al. 2009; Jun, Jacobson, and Swisher 1999), the scope of the aforementioned review was not 
limited to simulation but it encompassed the overarching subject area of OR. 
 From a total of 70 healthcare papers that were included in the review, 26 studies (37%) employed 
Multiple OR/Simulation Techniques (MORT) for the realization of their stated objectives. However, this 
number was higher when compared to the application of any one particular OR/Simulation technique – 
for example, there were only 18 studies that reported the use of DES, the use of Monte-Carlo Simulation 
was reported in 11 papers, Mathematical Modeling (10 papers), Cohort Simulation (1), Statistical Quality 
Control Techniques (1), Scheduling (1), etc. The review also found that 80% of the papers (56 studies) in-
cluded the application of simulation (DES, SD, ABS, etc.) either on its own, or together with a compli-
mentary OR/Simulation technique.  
 The survey has identified the application of multiple techniques in relation to the evaluation of eco-
nomic efficiency and cost-effectiveness of new forms of treatment, and to analyze costs and benefits re-
lated to social health issues such as infection and communicable disease. The majority of the studies have 
used Monte-Carlo Simulation together with Markov Chains, for example, to evaluate the costs and bene-
fits of drugs used for the prevention of cardiac events, to estimate the cost effectiveness of different thera-
pies for Alzheimer; to compare the cost-utility of two kinds of treatment for atopic eczema, and for com-
paring the costs and benefits of alternate treatments for type 2 diabetes patients. One study has applied 
decision analytical modeling technique and Markov framework to evaluate the cost and clinical effective-
ness of chemotherapy drug for breast cancer patients. Next, DES and Markov modeling has been used in 
the context of comparative evaluation of CRT clinical and cost-effectiveness for patients with heart fail-
ure. Another example of the application of MORT is the use of Forecasting and Length of Stay (LOS) 
modeling for the cost-effective analysis and modeling of occupancy time in the NHS.  
 Although the review identified several DES studies conducted in relation to the National Health Ser-
vice in the UK (the search terms used in ISI Web of KnowledgeSM included [“NHS” OR "National Health 
Service" OR “UK” OR “England” OR “Wales” OR “Scotland” OR "Northern Ireland"] in any of the fol-
lowing fields - title, abstract, authors’ keywords and keywords plus), there were no papers that reported 
the use of hybrid technique using SD and DES (however, it is to be noted that there are several conference 
papers on this particular topic, some of which are included in the reference list). It can therefore be argued 
that further research is required for the application of combined SD-DES modelling for healthcare prob-
lems (including development of methodology and associated frameworks), together with exemplar appli-
cations of the combined approach to real world healthcare problems, and dissemination of this work in 
impact factor journals. 

3 COMBINED SD-DES SIMULATION – AN EXAMPLE OF HYBRID TECHNIQUE 

SD and DES are two simulation techniques that have been applied in a hybrid context in software engi-
neering, manufacturing, etc. Combining these two techniques provides huge advantages to the model and 
thus improves the decision making process. Brailsford (2008) suggested that although combining DES 
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and SD will be challenging, it will be beneficial especially in the healthcare sector since the DES compo-
nent will permit detailed, individual patient analysis and SD will facilitate the whole systems approach. 
Most researchers have argued that although these simulation branches have a common motivation but 
there have been limited efforts to combine them (Sweester 1999, Lane 2000, Brailsford and Hilton, 2001, 
Moorcroft and Robinson, 2005). By implementing and applying hybrid techniques, it is argued that the 
decision making process will be improved and enhanced. In this section we specifically focus on hybrid 
modeling for large systems. 

Developing models for large systems such as an integrated care system is complicated. The system 
comprises of many stakeholders (clinicians, policy makers, NHS managers, end users, etc.) and the under-
lying processes involve the handling of patients as well as care pathways between different healthcare 
service providers (e.g., critical care, intermediate care and social care). Developing large systems’ models 
will need sufficient budget allocation and will also require significant investments in human resources and 
time. There are several examples in literature related to the modeling of Integrated Care (IC) systems us-
ing either SD or DES, for example, Desai et al. (2008); Campbell, Karnon, and Dowie (2001); Katsaliaki 
et al. (2005); Wolstenhome et al. (2004). However, none of these studies have used a combined SD-DES 
hybrid technique to realize the study objectives, and the models that have been developed have used a 
single simulation technique - either SD or DES. 

Developing an IC system using a single simulation technique will ignore some of the important fea-
tures that are inherent in the healthcare domain. Using only DES to model the IC system will make the 
model loose the feedback loop feature that is provided by SD. Feedback loops  are used in SD to model 
the cause and effect relationships (Sterman 2000). Although it is arguable that feedback loops can be 
modeled in DES (e.g., circular path between two workstations), the usage of this term in the paper is con-
sistent with its definition in SD. The DES methodology is also prone to the development of more complex 
models since the complexity of an underlying DES model increases exponentially with the size of the 
model (Chahal and Eldabi 2008); this is also demonstrated in Mustafee et al. (2009). To solve this, some 
researchers are inclined to use SD since it affords itself to modeling large systems as a whole. However, 
as healthcare is a human-centric service and the patients have individual attributes, SD is not a complete 
solution since this modeling paradigm does not permit individual and detailed analysis of the constituent 
parts of a healthcare system (e.g., patients, clinician, and clinics). It is not practical to model individual 
elements (e.g., patients) using SD especially when the elements have different values (e.g., patient arrival 
time, patient Length Of Stay in particular wards); this is because SD models aggregate values (Brailsford 
and Hilton 2001). Therefore, it is suggested that combining SD and DES will enable the symbiotic reali-
zation of the strength of each technique, while reducing its limitations (Figure 1).  

 
Figure 1: How Hybrid techniques can improve IC model 
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Only a handful of studies have examined the applicability of hybrid SD-DES techniques for modeling 
systems; among them there are arguably only two studies that have presented a framework-based ap-
proach – Chahal, Eldabi, and Mandal (2009) and Helal et al. (2007). While Chahal, Eldabi and Mandal 
(2009) have applied their hybrid framework for modeling Accident & Emergency Department, Helal et al. 
(2007) have applied their framework in the context of modeling a manufacturing supply chain. Although 
both of the aforementioned frameworks will guide the development of the integrated care model (section 
4), it should be noted that neither of these frameworks specifically relate to the modeling of a large inte-
grated care system.   

4 COMBINED SD-DES MODELLING OF AN INTEGRATED CARE (IC) SYSTEM 

4.1 Linkages between IC, Intermediate Care and Social Care  

Several problems related to IC have been highlighted in literature, e.g., Mur-Veeman, van Raak, and Pau-
lus (2008); Glendinning, Hudson, and Means (2005); van Raak, Paulus, and Mur-Veeman (2005); Bryan, 
Gage, and Gilbert (2005), and among them is the problem of late transfer to social care. This contributes 
to bed blocking since patients that are clinically ready to be transferred to social care continue to stay in 
the hospital until such time that a suitable place in social care can be allotted to them. In order to address 
this problem, intermediate care facilities have been introduced with the purpose of providing temporary 
placement to the patients while they await their transfer to social care and other forms of care manage-
ment pathways. Important objectives that are realized through the creation of intermediate care facilities 
include, (a) they act as care facilities for the rehabilitation of the patients and serve as an intermediary be-
tween hospitals and social care; this is important considering that the older people are the main recipient 
of intermediate care and it prevents the transfer of frail older people patients to long-term care directly 
from an acute service (British Geriatrics Society 2008), (b) the problem of bed blocking is reduced and 
the resources in the hospitals can be released to those in need of acute treatment, (c) the care manger has 
longer time to assess the long-term care needs of the patients, (d) social care has more time to allocate 
care placements to the patients, (e) the healthcare team can ensure that patients are transferred to social 
care subsequent to their condition having improved; this prevents the readmission of patients, and (f) the 
intermediate care team helps the patients maintain their lives and provides a rehabilitation program and 
thus reduces their dependency on social care.  

4.2 The Hybrid IC Model  

The hybrid SD-DES modeling of IC consists of three models – a DES model for hospital care (we call it 
the Critical Care Module), a DES model for intermediate care (called the Assessment/Intermediate Care 
Module), and a SD model encompassing critical care, intermediate care and social care (we call this the 
IC module). Simul8™ has been used for the DES models and Vensim® for SD modeling; the specific 
models are described next. 

4.2.1 The Critical Care Module (DES model) 

The Critical Care Module models the patient flow through a critical care facility, e.g., a hospital (Figure 
2). It starts with the patient being admitted to the ward. The patient is then assessed by the doctor and will 
undergo some tests. Following the doctor’s initial assessment some patients will be discharged, whereas 
others may require further assessment. A patient that needs to undergo a surgery procedure may be admit-
ted to a surgical ward while waiting for the surgery. Subsequent to the operation the patient will be trans-
ferred to a recovery room for postoperative recovery.  The patient will then be transferred to the normal 
ward and will remain here until medically fit to be discharged. There are two alternate postoperative 
pathways for the patient from this point on, (a) either the patient will be discharge, and (b) the patient will 
require continuing care services. The latter pathway is especially for the older peoples, and in this case the 
patient will be routed to the Assessment/Intermediate Care Module (section 4.2.2).  
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4.2.2 The Assessment/Intermediate Care Module (DES model) 

The Assessment/Intermediate Care Module incorporates the processes associated with the assessment of 
patients and it starts when patients that are medically fit and are ready for discharge. There will also be 
some patients that enter the system from outside the hospitals; these patients are referred to by other 
sources such as friends, relatives as well as GPs (Katsaliaki et al. 2005). The assessment begins with the 
patients’ physical and psychological needs being gauged by occupational therapists and psychiatric nurs-
es. This assessment ensures that the care placements to be allotted to the patients will meet their medical 
needs. Subsequent to this initial assessment, the care manager will assess whether the patients require per-
sonal care and whether they can carry out household tasks. This includes the assessment of the availabil-
ity of formal/informal care as well as the provision of financial support (personal or public funds). Fol-
lowing this, a care package will be created and an appropriate care placement must be found. There is an 
additional condition where the care manager has to get a court order to act on behalf of the patient should 
the patient be invalid. The aforementioned assessments, which take-up a maximum of two weeks, are 
done while the patients are in intermediate care. Thus, the assessment and intermediate care processes are 
considered as one process and only one DES model is considered (Figure 3).  

 
Figure 2: DES Model of the Critical Care Module 

 

 
Figure3: DES Model of the Assessment/Intermediate Care Module 
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4.2.3 The IC Module (SD model) 

In our IC Module, SD is used for modeling intangible variables that relate to those providing care services 
to the patients (e.g., the nurses and the clinician). Examples of such variables include performance, moti-
vation and stress level; these variables are influenced by the total number of patients entering the critical 
care, intermediate care and social care pathways. Figure 4 illustrates the SD model for the whole system 
of IC. Due to several limitations, including the lack of data and technical support, the authors only con-
sider one type of output from the DES model that is used as an input (influencing factor) for the SD mod-
el. The DES output is the total number of patients entering acute care; this will, in turn, influence the 
stress level of the staff leading to increased patient discharge to the intermediate care. Whilst in interme-
diate care, the increase in patients numbers will add to the amount of time being spent on assessment, and 
this will also influence the stress level of staff leading to an increase in discharge rate and patient read-
mission (considering that due to the limitation of time and space, the patient are not ready for discharge, 
or not medically fit to be discharged). The acute care facilities have their own resources (beds) that will 
be occupied when patients are admitted to the hospital; these resources will be continued to be occupied 
until they are fully occupied. When this situation occurs, it will create bed blocking and will consequently 
increase the stress level of the clinicians. To make resources available again in critical care, it is arguable 
that the discharge rate to intermediate care will be increased. The same scenario may occur in intermedi-
ate care; Elf and Putilova (2005) argued that physical spaces will influence the patient’s health and there-
fore, in order to create conducive places for healing, it is arguable that healthcare professionals may be 
forced to discharge some patients due to limited space availability.  
 

 
Figure 4: SD Model of the Integrated Care Module 
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4.2.4  Model Integration 

The hybrid SD-DES approach necessitates the identification of relationships among the variables present 
in DES and SD models. In the case of our IC model, the DES variable “number of patient admitted” from 
the Critical Care Module influences the SD variable “ stress level” in the Integrated Care Module, where-
in an increase in patient admission will result in an increase in the stress level among the healthcare pro-
fessionals. As mentioned earlier, Elf and Putilova (2005) argued that physical spaces influence patients’ 
health and therefore some patients may need to be discharged due to the lack of available spaces. This 
scenario might create another condition wherein patients may be readmitted to critical care, since, due to 
the stress level increase, the professional judment pertaining to patients’ health may be wrong (i.e., the 
patient may not have been ready for discharge) and this  may mean that the patient may have to be 
readmitted in the near future. Thus, we identify the realtionship between the following sets of variables: 
• Patient admission → stress level → patient discharge rate 
• Patient admission → stress level → patient readmission 

 
The next step is to run the model and to experiment with interventions. The source DES model will be 
executed first. Subsequent to this the output from the source model will be collected and the resultant 
values will be used as inputs for the destination SD model. The SD model will then be executed. As 
patient readmission is the last output and is tangible, it will be inserted back into the DES model. The 
DES model will be executed again to provide new results after considering intangible factors, i.e. stress 
level and non-patient recovery level. The result of the combined SD-DES simulation should be 
considered as a whole in order to find the best result for implementation. It follows that all the variables 
from the source model that have been changed inorder to experiment with different interventions/policies 
should also be changed in the destination model. This is to ensure that the models are linked together and 
the results from both models are relaiable. Figure 5 shows how these variables are connected between 
models.  
 

 
Figure 5: Models Communication 

 
 Model communcation is further explained in this paragraph. By simulating the DES model we are 
able to retrieve data pertaining to the total patient admission. This data is stored in an Excel file (unit of 
capture: weekly data). The Excel file provides input values to the SD model, and as the SD model 
executes it reads the total patient admission data from the file. We use ‘lookup table’ Excel function for 
the variable ‘stress level’ and use this to determine the patient discharge rate. As mentioned earlier, we 
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assume that as the number of patients being admitted increases, the  stress level of those attending to the 
patients also increases, and this, in turn, affects the rate of patient discharge. To obtain the total number of 
patient discharge, the stress level is multiplied with the number of total patients. A similar method is used 
for patient readmission.  

5 INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 

The DES models will show output from the perspective of individual cases. Such outputs are total patient 
in waiting, waiting time and total patient admission to healthcare, social care as well as intermediate care. 
The SD model represents the output from the perspective of feedback which will be gathered from the 
level of stress and non-recovery patients. The feedback loop is total patients discharge from healthcare as 
a result of staffs’ stress level and total patient readmission due to non-recovery patient. These feedbacks 
are in the form of total patient admission number. As the DES does not have the capability in capturing 
the feedback loop and SD does not have the capability of capturing the individual analysis, in order to 
make reliable and efficient decisions therefore, the policy makers need to look at both results generated 
by both models.  
 Table 1 presents the result from the DES model, which was executed for 2940 simulated hours (30 
weeks * 7 days * 14 hours [0800 to 2200 everyday]). This result is generated after taking into considera-
tion the patients total readmissions based on the assumption that each patient will continue their journey 
into care pathway from 0800 to 2200 hours, seven days per week. Data from the table shows that, with the 
current space available in intermediate care there are 20 spaces with maximum stay in intermediate care is 
196 (14 hours * 14 days), average number patients waiting to enter the intermediate care is approx. 25 pa-
tients with average waiting time of 92.27 hours. Considering the result provided by the simulation, bed 
blocking may occur when a patient waiting to be admitted into intermediate care has to stay in healthcare 
until a space becomes available in intermediate care. As these are tangible factors that influence the total 
patient admission (total patient admission will influence stress level and non-patient recovery), any 
changes for intervention purposes, albeit with the same, will be inputted in the SD model to generate the 
feedback results. This is to ensure the synchronization of both models in term of their input, thus generat-
ing reliable result.  

Table 1: DES Model Result 

Variables Current (intermediate care = 20) 

Total patient enter healthcare (patient) 444.80 
Total patient enter to intermediate care (patient) 312.40 
Number of patient waiting for intermediate care 
(patient) 

24.6 

Average queuing time for intermediate care (hours) 92.27 
Minimum non zero waiting time (hours) 0.97 
Maximum queuing time (hours) 240.60 
Number of non-zero queuing time (patient) 250.40 
Standard deviation (hours) 69.06   

5.1 Result from the SD model 

The SD model provides result from the feedback loop based on intangible factors that are influenced by 
tangible factors (modeled by DES). Such results are in the form of total patient discharge from healthcare 
into intermediate care and total patient readmission. These are the results generated from intangible fac-
tors, i.e. staffs’ level of stress and level of patient non-recovery, due to the total patient admission. The 
graphs shown in Figures 6 and 7 depict the level of stress and patient discharge rate respectively. dmnl 
(dimensionless) is the unit for patient/space. The higher the value of dmnl (more than 1), the higher the 
rates of patient discharge. To maintain the connection and communication in both models, should the de-
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cision makers need to implement any intervention (e.g. added resources for reducing the total patient 
waiting and time waiting as well as to reduce the patient readmission), the intervention should be done in 
both models. This will also ensure that the results generated from both the DES and SD are reliable and 
can be used as a decision support tool. However, there are some conditions where this rule could not be 
applied. Some decision makers tend to reduce the patient readmission by educating their staff, as this 
tends to reduce the number of patient readmission. Should this happen, the rule of introducing interven-
tion to both models can be ignored since DES is not capable of capturing intangible factors. This rule can 
also be ignored if the intervention is done to tangible factors and does not influence intangible factors. 
 

 
Figure 6: Level of Stress 

 

 
Figure 7: Patient Discharge Rate 

6 CONCLUSION 

An important element in developing hybrid SD-DES models is to ensure that the underlying constituent 
models are balanced in terms of their respective inputs and outputs. Taking an example from the IC 
model, if the DES model has patients that have been discharged, then the flow for patient discharge 
should also be included in the SD model. This will ensure that decisions based on the output from both 
the SD and the DES models will be reliable and consistent. The need for developing system models using 
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hybrid SD-DES techniques will depend on several factors, such as, its impacts on the current systems, the 
need for individuality analysis, and whether the system has a feedback element.  
 The work presented in this paper is of an experimental nature. Presently the results are based on a 
hybrid SD-DES model wherein variable values are transferred amongst the SD and the DES components. 
For future work we are planning to run further experiments on more complex situations; this will ensure 
realistic assessments of this approach.  Furthermore, we aim to automate the process of transferring varia-
ble values between models in order to speed up the overall simulation execution process, this in addition 
to using other techniques such as Agent-Based Simulation.  It must be noted that this proposed approach 
is not a substitute to existing technologies, rather provides a structured framework for modeling IC envi-
ronments without starting from scratch.   
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